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INTRODUCTION

www.wordmeaning.org is an open and collaborative dictionary project that, apart from being able to consult meanings of
words, also offers its users the possibility of including new words or nuancing the meaning of existing words in it. As is
understandable, this project would be impossible to carry out without the esteemed collaboration of the people who
follow us around the world. This e-Book, therefore, was born with the intention of paying a small tribute to all our
collaborators.
Inés Merino García has contributed to the dictionary with 641 meanings that we have approved and collected in this
small book. We hope that the reader is very valuable and if you find it useful or want to be part of the project, do not
hesitate to visit our website, we will be delighted to receive you. 

 Working Group 
 www.wordmeaning.org
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&#40;sic&#41; en el codigo civil
It's a Latin adverb that is commonly used in written texts, rules and jurisprudence, to point out that what is written is
literal, although you can view containing any incorrectness or grammatical or any other error.

a parte
Notwithstanding that there are two ways to write it, the truth is that the most used is going together, apart, which has
many meanings. It serves to refer to that something is different from something. What is same that separately, in
addition, to unnecessarily.

a través
It's a voice that always goes with the preposition of, is to say, through. Used when you want to say that it operates
through something or someone or something, you go through.

abaraska
It is a word in Basque, co-official language alongside Spanish Basque country or Basque country, signifying honeycomb,
which is the structure of cells from wax where bees make honey.

abastemio
The correct word is teetotal that refers to the person who never consumes alcoholic beverages. 

abc
Used within an expression to refer to something that is everyday, from day to day. For example, one can say that " Give
an injection is the ABC for the 34 ennfermeras;. A major Spanish national newspaper, the ABC also receives this name.

abc
Used within an expression to refer to something that is everyday, from day to day. For example, one can say that " Give
an injection is the ABC for the 34 ennfermeras;. A major Spanish national newspaper, the ABC also receives this name.

abogado de cabecera
It refers to having an attorney to resort to whenever you have a legal or judicial problem or dispute.  Just as you have a
GP understood as that primary care healthcare professional assigned to care for you when you have a health problem,
the same is understood as a GP, that is, it will be the one who attends you first before a consultation or conflict whose
advice is required, without prejudice to the subsequent referral to the specialists in the field of which the matter in
question is concerned. 

abrumante
Indeed, it is not recognized by the Royal Academy of the Spanish language, the word overwhelming, but overwhelming,
which would be the adjective used to define what is overwhelming or that overwhelms. But can exist that qualifying in
other languages of speaks Spanish.

acreaje
In the Castilian language there is no meaning to acreage.  Acreage will have been said to refer to an area of acres, with
the acre being an English measure equivalent to 40 areas. 



acto colectivo
He said they act carried out by a set of individuals who have the same purpose or acting under the same parameters,
values or intentions. For example, a collective Act can be a strike, demonstration, concentration in defence of or against
something.

adolecente
Incorrectly written because not is a term recognized by the RAE. We want to tell adolescent or adoleciente. It first is it
word employed for refer is to it person that is is in the stage of it puberty, stage intermediate between the childhood and
the adult, and the second, is the adjective that is uses for refer is when lack something or is suffers of something.

afebril
It is the State of the human body free from fever or low-grade fever. So it is with adequate, desired and optimal body
temperature. Otherwise, obviously, is to have fever or low-grade fever, whose meaning is already available in this open
dictionary.

aficaron
There is this word or at least, does not have a recognized meaning. Which does exist is settled that corresponds with
the third person plural of the verb settle, whose meaning is to settle in a house or dwelling.

agallero
In botany it refers to harmful forest insects that are characterized by forming gills in meristemos which are apexes or
shoots and buds of trees. 

agendar
The schedule, new word term as the schedule for the same purpose, is also used to write down things to do.

aguirrismo
Neologism that defines followers or followers to Esperanza Aguirre, Spanish politician of the Popular Party and that was
during the years 2003 to 2012, both included, the President of the Community of Madrid.  She was also the first
President of the Spanish Senate and also previously held a position as Minister of Education and Culture.  She is
currently withdrawing from the political plane because she was involved and related to corruption cases. 

al reves
Incorrectly written since reverse it takes a tilde in the second e, so its correct writing is upside down. It is an adverbial
phrase which means on the contrary, to the back, reverse, and is much used to define contrary to the regular or daily
situations.

alipori
It is said is what or that by what it feels a shame to be or constitute something shameful, unworthy, that exceeds the
limits that each person has in relation to something concrete.

allallero
Incorrectly written as instead of " ll " is written with " and " being the right word " ayayero " whose definition is already in
this dictionary as a flatterer, who is in Peru.



anticapitalista
It is otherwise to be capitalist. It is the reflection of a position socially very extended in democratic societies, as you can
be seen in Spain with the birth after the famous 15 M, the political party, can, in whose ranks are those who are called
anti-capitalist. They argue that the nonprofit, private property and economic growth are not the pillars and foundations of
society.

antiinglés
That goes against all English and everything related to the British world in general.  It is an adjective that is formed with
the prefix anti that gives the word that meaning of the opposite or fight against the English. 

antimachista
Tell yourself about that or the person who is not quite the opposite of being sexist.  It is the person, acting or issue of
any kind that defends and promotes equality between men and women, who is sensitive and acts against gender-based
and sexist violence. 

antineoliberalismo
The opposite of neoliberalism.  It is the movement that does not support and that disagrees with neoliberalism or new
liberalism.  Followers of antineoliberalism are those who go against those who advocate the liberalization of the
economy and the reduction of public spending and state intervention in favour of the private sector. 

antiniñismo
Childfobia or the movement that vetoes minors in public places such as bars, restaurants or tourist accommodation.  It
has many adherents who are those who seek calm and tranquility without the presence of children around them to eat or
rest on vacation (even some parents look for these places free of children) but also many detractors considering
discrimination and a trend of a society focused on the interests of adults. 

antiobesidad
What is contrary to obesity, which fights against obesity disease.  There are therapies and anti-obesity drugs that help
overweight people lose weight by having less appetite, altering their metabolism or inhibiting calorie absorption. 

antirromanticismo
It is not recognized by the Real Academia de la Lengua. In any case, to carry the suffix anti, comes to indicate that it is
the opposite to romanticism or the fact of being romantic and what it entails, i.e. be Gallant, retailer, reciting poems to
the beloved person.

antirromantismo
This word, as that is not recognized what is " antirromanticismo " coming to be the opposite of " 34 romanticism; Who
exerts the antirromanticismo, usually a person little retailer and given to make gifts on Valentine's day or anniversaries of
bride and groom or wedding, and less still, say I love you or I love you to your beloved.

antirromantismo
This word, as that is not recognized what is " antirromanticismo " coming to be the opposite of " 34 romanticism; Who
exerts the antirromanticismo, usually a person little retailer and given to make gifts on Valentine's day or anniversaries of
bride and groom or wedding, and less still, say I love you or I love you to your beloved.

antivacuna



It is called vaccine who denies the effectiveness of vaccines and therefore does not want to be vaccinated either he or
his sons or daughters. 

aparte
Is is of the adverb that indicates separation and that is uses to point out when something is remote or paragraph of
something, or in another place. It is also an adjective used to indicate that something is different or special. And as noun
would be the equivalent to * outside *. Is not the same as * part *

aparte
Is is of the adverb that indicates separation and that is uses to point out when something is remote or paragraph of
something, or in another place. It is also an adjective used to indicate that something is different or special. And as noun
would be the equivalent to * outside *. Is not the same as * part *

aplicabilidad
As an additive to this definition, applicability is the term used in Argentina instead of application. For example, says the
applicability of the standard instead of the application of the law as it is in Spain.

apollida
This word is not recognized. Is could have wanted tell surnames, that is corresponds with the third person of the singular
of the present of the verb change.

arbucia
Incorrectly written, being the right word " 34 trickery; whose meaning is trap, trick, deception. In legal language, is often
speak of legal trickery to refer to acts intended to delay or obstruct procedures, but within the law.

argentina
It is a proper name, and so it goes with the letter in capital letter. It is a woman's name, but mainly, it is one of the most
important countries of South America. It is a Republic and the language is Spanish, with its particular accent that is very
pleasant to the ear. Among the best-known Argentine characters we found Messi, Maradona, Eva Perón, among others.

armadillos
It is the plural of armadillo, very special and particular animal by its external appearance. It is a terrestrial mammal
having reptile, Mule ears tail and a very hard shell. It belongs to the family of the Anteaters and sloths, which is that of
the toothless. As curiosity of this animal that can hold breath for six minutes allowing it to excavate this long without
leaving breathing. It can be found in several countries of South America.

arrendante
This word is not collected by the Royal Academy of the language Spanish, being it lessor or lessee.  Both figures
represent the parties involved in a lease of any kind.  The lessor is who owns the well that it leases and tenant is who
pays for the lease and enjoy the good under the agreed conditions.  Arrendante is a word used in other Spanish
speaking countries and I think that it will mean the same as lessor.

arrieraje
This word is not recognised in rae it. seems to be a word used in Peru with the meaning offered by Juan Pablo
Etcheverry



arrieraje
This word is not recognised in rae it. Seems to be a word used in Peru with the meaning offered by Mr Etcheverry.

asimismo
It is the adverb of time that means repetition, or repetition. Its synonym between adverbs is also. Is is of a combination of
two words, so and same, which can go together as also or separate, and in this last case, carry tilde as well. In
conclusion, both forms of writing are valid and mean the same thing, the same that also.

aspirar
It is also defined as the action of want, want or aspire to something of type personal, professional or even material.

astrictivo
Quality of what produces desiccation or contraction. It comes from astringe which means the same as narrow, constrain,
restrict. For example, astrictive is lemon juice.

auspiciador
As already defined the word sponsors, the sponsor is the person that puts the action of sponsor, which should not be
confused with sponsor. Is a gift or warranty that is requested to companies or institutions to deliver to them participating
or assistants to an event and thus give him greater importance or relevance to the same. Is a way of promote the brand
through the cast of their products of way free for them organizers throughout a day, Congress or event determined.

auspiciadores
It is the plural of sponsor. Is the one who performs the action of sponsor, not to be confused with sponsor. It is a gift or
warranty requested to companies or institutions to deliver to the participants or attendees to an event and thus give
greater importance or relevance to it. It is a way to promote brand awareness through the distribution of its products free
of charge for organizers throughout a day, Congress or given event.

autobronceado
It refers to the act of self-tanning or what is the same, applying a self-tanning on the skin to look like you are dark but
without sunbathing. 

autodidacta
Set to that person who has the ability to learn by herself, studying well on its own without teachers or mentors or through
personal or professional experience. Who it is, tends to motivate is in that learn something that you like, although also
who it is, is sees in the need of learning of way forced.

autoexigente
Tell yourself about the person who demands a lot of herself and who is never sufficiently satisfied with what she does. 
They are usually people who do not find satisfaction in what they do, either on a personal or professional level, and who
are always asked for more.  They usually consider that they can do things better and successes don't usually taste them
as who isn't self-infecting. 

autofotografiarse
Action to photograph yourself, also known as taking selfies. 



ayornarse
It is a word that is not recognised by the Royal Academy of the Spanish language, without prejudice to the definition
given by Furoya, which apparently comes from the Italian word and comes to the same thing that catch on, recycled.

azzurro
In Italian it means clarito blue. 

bacheletista
A term coined to refer to the followers of Michelle Bachelet, a Chilean politician who held the Presidency of her country
between 2006 and 2014. 

bardear
Apparently is is of a term employee in Argentina and that comes to mean it same that annoy or bother to anyone. Also
means cause a mess or a raw.

batallaje
It is not recognized such a Word by the Royal Academy of the Spanish language. Now, it seems to mean the same thing
battle, fight, fight, war.

batey
It's the dwellings or buildings that were built near the sugar cane plantations and that were creating small populations in
Dominican Republic. Also called as well to the squares in the Caribbean.

benzerata
Term created based on the surnames of two soccer players of Real Madrid, Benzema and Morata by the good tune in
one of the parties has led the team to win the League Spanish this year 2017.

biceversa
Indeed, as shown in Pedro Crespo, incorrectly written because it is written with two Vees. As example can serve on a
successful Spanish TV program among the youth population that is called women and men and vice versa, program
which seeks to couple, both boys and girls.

bigundu
Softening, softening

billionaire
English word meaning billionaire or billionaire, which is who owns property and economic resources worth billions. 

bimensual
Indeed, as its name suggests, it is what happens twice a month. It can be mistaken for two months what happens every
two months. By the like which are both words can lead to error about its meaning, but one is a month and another every
two months.

biomarcador



The word biomarker is not recognized in the Royal Academy of Language, although it is a widely used term in science,
mainly in biology and medicine.  It is a biological marker indicating a biological state.  They are substances that are used
to measure diseases or their processes. 

bioneuroemoción
It is a therapy to treat diseases in which it basically focuses on the belief that any ailment a person suffers has its origins
in an emotional conflict.  Therefore, it points out that the cure is in ourselves, in the search for those emotions that have
been able to influence health and once localized manage them and treat them to improve your well-being and quality of
life. 

biosintesis
The word is incorrectly written, and must of take tilde in it i, by what the writing correct would be biosynthesis. The
biosynthesis is framed within the science of the biology or biochemical and comes to be that process of formation of
substances organic within any be with life.

bitumul
Not is recognized by the Real Academy of the language Spanish and seems that is used in Puerto Rico for refer is to the
asphalt, i.e., the product of gravel black that is used for dirt them streets and roads.

bitute
In addition to Colombia, apparently also in Peru uses this term to refer to lunch or to the main meal. As a synonym
would find Ranch, food, food, of good eating.

blanco- ca
It is one of the colors that represents purity, cleanliness, clarity and peace.  It is an adjective that also serves to define
someone who has pale skin or the one who is of that color. 

blinklearning
It is an application destinated to teachers and students who wish to use digital content. It is interesting because you can
access different publishers in Spain.

boho-chic
Currently, it is one of fashion styles which most are. It consists in a style which combines with flechos and embroidery
but glamorous garments. Has it been established for several years in the fashion sector. The most common items are
vests or jackets with fringe, floral puff shirts, hats, bags, aflecados, etc.

bombarded
Bombarded meant English, or what is the same, what has been the subject of bombs or missiles in a war or battle. Also
used the expression bombed to designate the situation in which someone receives something excessively and without
restraint.

botanófila
The word does not exist recognized in the Royal Academy of Language, although it refers to the person who loves
botany and plants. 



boulangerie
It is a French word to refer to bakery, where bread is made and sold and all kinds of artisanal pastries. 

bowl
It is an English term meaning bowl, small container or bowl.  It is very common to use this English word to define simple
recipes for food that enter such containers, which are usually mostly breakfasts or snacks. 

boyband
Anglilicism to call the bands made up of teenage or twentysomething singing boys, who do not play any musical
instruments and in many cases dance and have a very attractive staging.  Examples of boybans have the now extinct
Backstreet Boys or Take That of the 90s or the One Direction.  Currently there is a Korean boyband that is reaping a lot
of success and awards called BTS.  Normally all boybands are formed with a specific purpose and temporality and end
up separating to start their members solo careers once they reach greater maturity. 

bradilalia
It is said is that disease or pathology affecting speech. In concrete, is is of a disorder or anomaly in the communication
that involves slowly in the emission of words, that can even derive in stoppages to the talk or in extension of phonemes.
Apparently derived from disorders of the system nervous.

breastox
It is injecting botox in the chest in order to raise it and raise it without surgical interventions. It's another use than is given
to this widespread toxin to refine the signs of aging on the face.

brinner
Us-born neologism that refers to dinner which is typical of breakfast.  In fact the word comes from the union of the
English word breakfast, from which the br is taken, and which means breakfast, and from the English word dinner, from
which it is taken -inner and means dinner.  Cereals, pancakes, cookie milk would be an example of brinner. 

bronco
It is the adjective used to define something or someone as rude or crude. Thus, can be used to refer to who has a
serious, strong voice or have bad temper.

buck
Refers to the US or Canadian dollar. 

buldero
In the work the life of Lazarillo de Tormes and of his fortunes and their adversities, it turned out to be the fifth master of
the Segundo a buldero. Was an official that sold bulls, that were documents papal that allowed exempt of certain
obligations ecclesiastical u granted certain privileges to those who them bought.

bulo
It is that which is not true or real. Used to refer to when it says something uncertain deliberately and with malice
aforethought and spreads. There are many hoaxes by internet based on lies that harm to the honour and dignity of the
people.



bursitia
Bursitia is not a word that exists, and can mean bursitis, which is a term used in the medical field to define that condition
derived from an overload in the knee or hip.

busarda
The correct word is buzarda with z, whose employment is found in the nautical field. Is is of a piece of type curved, of
wood or metal, that serves to join them bonds of the parts that form part of the skeleton of the boat. They serve to
reinforce or strengthen the bow of the boat.

cabuz
It is the word used to refer to the buttocks, ass or back in Mexico. It is the same as cabus, finished in "s". In Spain,
usually referring to the back also with the Word as corny as butt or more rude, tambourine.

caci
There is this recognized word. Part of the word is cacique, cacicada and family.

caguama
It is also of a type of turtle marina, also known as turtle boba or Bighead. Passed the greater part of his life in the water.
Only upload to the coast the female to spawn.

calavera de alfeñique
It's a skull or made from human skull-based alfeñique, which is a candy or sweet of sugar cane.

calidez
It is of the quality of be warm. This term is used to define to the people and to those objects. In them people comes to
mean that is is friendly, candido, pleasant and in them objects, is used to describe an environment friendly or endearing.

calido
Incorrectly written by tilde in the a, and therefore is not hot but warm. Be used as qualifying or adjective to make
reference to something emits heat or is hot. In people, used to reference when someone is kind, friendly, affectionate,
loving, spirited. Also is used to define environments welcoming or colors as the tile or the Brown.

callampa
It has several meanings depending on the country where you say. For example, in Bolivia, Chile, Ecuador and Peru, is a
mushroom. In Bolivia and Ecuador also means penis and in Chile, used to say Shack or substandard housing that are
on the outskirts of the cities.

camara
camera is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Chamber" being its meaning:<br>Incorrectly written since it
carries tittle in the first, because it is esdrujula. It means room, cabin, local Department. It is also used to refer to an
Association of trade or corporate as the property type. In nautical, is the cabin. It is also a machine used to take pictures,
or device for that purpose already exists in the mobile.

cambienle
Incorrectly written by having to carry accent on the letter " " rename. It is the imperative of the verb change, third person



plural. You change you Manolito and his friends on site, to see if so no they scurry both class.

campaneira
Pampaneira, a municipality located in the province of Granada, belonging to the Autonomous Community of Andalusia,
must have been said.  It is a place located in the Granada alpujarras, worth visiting. 

canaqui
Any kind of meaning associated with this word, is not beyond being the name of a cerveria of Córdoba, Spain.

cansona
Is an adjective that is used in Colombia to refer is to the people that are unbearable, difficult of endure, and that
therefore, not are of like be with them. It can also mean the person who gets tired quickly or easily, and can be
synonymous with vague. Likewise to refer to heavy and tiresome people. In Spain is used the word weary.

cantidad x
Quantity indeterminate or unesterned or not meant and that, therefore, can be any quantity. 

capalapachala
It is not recognised by the Royal Academy of the Spanish language. Term certainly curious and little known used in
Chile to express surprise and joy at something in a colloquial way.

car sharing
Anglicism that refers to the car rental model for a limited time or is also used to refer to the fact of sharing the car with
other people.  It is a formula that is usually used by those who do not have a vehicle but need to make an occasional
journey for a few hours or a few days.  

caraculo
This word is used in a spirit of offense, insult. It is a combination of the two parts of the body, face and ass, and using it
is to offend who may be little physically graceful or ugly, although their use is quite uneven, equating to fool or idiot.

care raja
Aside from the definition given by furoya, apparently it is also an expression used in Chile when you want to say about a
person that is a crook or a mug, or else is a shameless.

careraja
In principle, is improperly written. The correct would be, by separate, care raja, whose definitions work in the present
dictionary. In particular, Chile is the expression that is used when this means a person that is a crook or a mug, or else
is a shameless.

caripela
It also means having large face

carlene
It is an English name meaning by Carla. A known in the us, Philip Vassar, country singer wrote a song dedicated to a



such Carlene.

carlene
It is an English name meaning by Carla. A known in the us, Philip Vassar, country singer wrote a song dedicated to a
such Carlene.

cashpiana
This word that is the same as Caspian but interleaved h, mean the lover in the Latin American country, Guatemala.

casleño
Gentilicio of the municipality of Casla , province of Segovia and the Autonomous Community of Castilla y León ( SPAIN )

caspiana
Feminine of Caspian, name of English origin, originating in the Caspian Sea, which is a Lake of brackish water
stretching between Europe and Asia.

catrasca
Seems to be a term used in Argentina, and refers to blunders we make human beings, usually without intention, though,
on other occasions, with the clear aim of committing them. An example is when talk about someone poorly and it is that
it is behind you, or when you do something incorrectly in the work.

cayulao
It seems to be a surname of mapuche origin, which is the Amerindian village of Chile and Argentina, whose origin dates
back to the V century AD.

cerra el orto
Widely used expression in Argentina to silence the opponent in a very heated discussion.  Although at first the
expression seems to have more to do with the eschatological it turns out that in that country they use it to send silent,
curious expression. 

cesfam
Family Health Centers in Chile are known by cesfam.  They are health centers or outpatient centers with a family and/or
community approach. 

chaká
It is the Mayan name of a tree whose technical name is bursera simaruba and in Spanish is known as palo mulato .  It is
a species of tree that reaches 15 meters in height and is native to tropical regions such as Mexico, Cuba, Colombia,
Venezuela, among others.  It is used for healing purposes and the scaly trunk is often used for craftsmanship. 

chamir
It may refer to the name of Shamir, which does exist, and that corresponds to a name of Hebrew origin and male.
Chamir is not concrete meaning.



chapiadora
Indeed, as says Fede and Manuel, it is the word that defines a woman mug, interested and that only moves money.
Therefore, she is cold and calculating, because it leaves aside the emotions and feelings by the vile metal, don money.
The men that do the same will be chapiadores, and used in the Dominican Republic.

check out
Check out is an anglicism widely used online to usually indicate the start of payment for an order. 

chelero
In Mexico, is the word used to refer to the person who drinks or eats chela, which is the name given to the beer.

cheta
It is a term used in the Republic of Argentina to qualify for the person who is narcissistic, that thinks only of its outward
appearance, in if you are handsome or beautiful, and if it is elegant, all for liking well itself and, above all, to others, for,
in this way, compliments and praise from others. Prioritizes abroad with respect to the people inside. People hollow and
empty.

chicotillo
I would add to the definitions given by Fede, which in Peru is also the word that defines the instrument of leather which
is used to give the horses to ride them.

chicuncunya
The correct word is chikuncunya with k and it is viral disease transmitted by the bite of a female mosquito infected in turn
by an RNA virus of the genus alfavirus.  Symptoms of this disease are fever or joint pain, as well as headache or rash. 
You don't have a specific vaccine. 

chilanga
Is is of the female of chilango, that is is of the expression used to call to the natural of Mexico, of way colloquial. It can
be considered as a Word with certain discriminatory connotation or peroyativa, but also as Word of pride for Mexicans,
used as a colloquial name.

chimeco
It seems that also are called so old buses and messed that circulate to transport travelers in cities or towns of Mexico,
and also guajalotes.

chimeco
It seems that also are called so old buses and messed that circulate to transport travelers in cities or towns of Mexico,
and also guajalotes.

chiquitera
Is is of an expression employed in the country Basque, Comuninada autonomous of Spain, located in the North of the
country, that serves to refer is to the woman that takes young or pots, i.e., came taken in glasses short. Would be the
female of chiquitero. He man Basque is more usual that to the midday or to the afternoon night potée or go from txikitos
with the gang or group of friends.



chispeza
Apparently in Chile is usually used to speak of vividness or have grace, be alive or Hustler. In Spain it is equated to the
quality of who has a spark in reference who has charm, charme or grace in something, telling a joke or dressing with
style.

cholismo
Neologism that refers to the philosophy projected by the coach of Athletico de Madrid, Diego Simeone or also called the
Cholo.  It has a way of watching the sport and managing the trainings and its players that is a reference in the football
world, highlighting as one of its basic principles going match by match because it directs attention to what is important,
to the match that will be played that week, therefore, tries to focus on each match and put aside any thoughts of the
future. 

cholitay
This word is used to refer to the girl, girl or woman that comes from the field or is campensina, countries of Peru and
Bolivia.

choni
It is the term that is used to call the woman with a very defined style because it tends to wear clothes with colors very
close to the body, with sparkles and little elegance and strident. They often wear rings and gold rings and earrings. I
usually like to be dark all year round and they will very makeup. They even wear false eyelashes. Recognizes leagues
by their way of dressing and by his manner of speaking, which are generally not example of finesse and education. They
are in all parts of the world. For tastes the colors.

chubasquering
It is a term invented by the presenter of the program of survivors of the chain Spanish Telecinco, Jorge Javier Vázquez,
to refer to acts of intimacy between two contestants who are a couple under a raincoat.

chumengo
The correct word is chumango. It is of a word Chilean. Are birds of preys that is found in the South of the country. It is
also the way of referring to who comes from the North to the South of the country, to the region of Magallanes, with
mood of exploitation.

chuzador
The word chuzador is not recognized in the dictionary of the Royal Academy of the Spanish Language but it is used in
Colombia to refer to people who perform illegal e-listeners, interceptions of calls, messages or emails violating people's
privacy unlawfully to obtain information that can then be used to carry out coerces or threats.  The word comes from the
term chuzar, which is found in the SAR, and which literally means the action of pricking or hurting with a sharp object. 

ciberprotegerse
Neologism that comes to refer to the fact of protecting yourself on the network.  It is also what we call cybersecurity
which is the set of tools to protect the computer system from any cyber attack or hacking.  Likewise, cyberprotection is
essential today in general terms but in particular for minors who, while digital natives, are far from knowing the
consequences and effects of misuse of technology and social media.  Therefore, cyberprotection involves preventing
and informing minors of possible problems that may occur in a digital environment that can be dangerous since
harassment crimes can be committed or the well-known cyberbuylling or cyberbullying. 

ciclogenol



Not have meant recognized. You may have wanted to put general cycle or something similar.

cirujometro
Term invented by the web msm.com / section entertainment, from the conjunction of the words surgery and the suffix -
meter, to refer to a system that analyzes or measured surgeries carried out the famous or famous, by comparing images
of the past with current images. The last that has gone by the cirujometro has been Pamela Anderson, on the occasion
of his remarkable face rejuvenation, appreciated in his last public appearance at the 70 Festiva of Cannes from 2017.

city
It is an English word meaning town or city. Despite belonging to another language, is an of those words Anglo-Saxon
that form part of our language and is usual say it instead of tell her own word in Castilian.

coactividad
Be coercive or enforced, that is, that it coerces or exercise coercion to get a benefit. It involves forcing someone to do
something that does not want to force, submitted and under threat.

cobijarte
In Spain, it means offering refuge who is outdoors or in a place unprotected. It is to give protection to who needs it in a
loving way, fondly.

coctelear
Cocktailing does not exist in the dictionary of the Spanish language although it is a neologism that refers to the art or
ability to make cocktails or mixtures with drinks. 

cocteles puputov
He has baptized with that name to the cocktail that opponents have thrown the Venezuelan regime, against the police of
that country in the unrest of recent days and containing unpleasant mixture of human excrement and animals with water.

cojemos
cojemos is incorrectly written, and should be written as "take" being its meaning:<br>Incorrectly written since the word is
g, and therefore we take. It is the first person plural of the verb, verb whose conjugations go with j or g, therefore is very
common spelling mistakes.

color bronce
Is the color that is corresponds with the medals that are delivered to who get a third position in any competition world,
international, national, or of any nature.

color granate
It is of a type of color within the range of them red. It is very similar to the Bordeaux and Burgundy, similar to the color of
the wine, or also known as marsala. It is usually more appropriate to the fashion of fall and winter that combines very
well with the black, grey and white.

conade
It is an institution of the Government of Mexico, whose primary purpose is the promotion of sport, physical culture, and
all the activities aimed at the social and human development of physical type in Mexican society.



conceptualizacion
It is the creation of a concept based on concrete data.

concertacionista
The members of the Concertación de Partidos por la Democracia born in Chile in 1990 are called a concertationist.  It is
a coalition of left-wing, center-left and center parties that ruled for 20 years until it entered the Chilean government right. 

conciente
As indicated by Fede and Jorge Luis, the correct word is aware, coming to refer to the quality of whom has awareness
or consciousness. In other words, turns out to be who realizes perfectly what he does and what he says at all times.
Turns out be that one person that is more cerebral that emotional.

confrontacional
It is not a word that is recognized in the Royal Academy of the Spanish language, without prejudice to its possible use in
other Spanish speaking countries. It could be defined as what turns out to be confrontational and comparable to the
controversial term.

congura
Incorrectly written since the word is written with j, plotting, which corresponds to the third of the singular of the word
conjure, whose meaning is plotting or plot a strategy against someone.

consellería
In Catalan it is Counseling which is the department or portfolio of a Spanish regional government.  An autonomic
government is divided into main areas and functions and each area has its Counseling, which is in charge and
responsible for each of them, in which in turn there is a representative or councillor who appoints its advisers or
members of its cabinet.  Normally, there are always Ministry of Education, Health, Security, Labour, Justice,
Environment, Tourism and Trade, Employment and Social Policies, Culture, Economics, regardless of which each
political party that holds the executive branch in each legislature deems appropriate or necessary to create for the
interests of the citizenry and the public interest. 

consiente
It is the third person singular of the present, as well as the second of the singular of the imperative of the verb to
pamper. Its meaning is the same that allow something to someone. If is consents to someone's way repeated in the
time, normally can convert is in a person capricious that not accept negative and a not by response. For this reason, I
advise from the absolute humility, no consent from small children, and that gets them limits to not get tyrants in this
society.

contendor
It's a word used in countries such as Bolivia, Chile, Colombia, Ecuador, Paraguay, Peru and contender meaning, or
what is the same, who contends, dispute, fight, argues.

contradirian
Conditional of the third person plural of the verb to counter, which must carry accent in the last " i ". Counter is the same
who take the contrary to someone about something or disagree and verbalize the disagreement.

contraparte



It is a term used in the legal field, and more specifically, in procedural, to refer to the opposing party in a lawsuit, and
defends the position opposite to the other party and that, therefore, opposed to their interests.

conversacion distribuida
Incorrectly written the first words to carry tile in the or, and therefore, be conversation. Aside from the definition offered
by Ricardo, I think that it can also mean the conversation that is fragmented into various topics.

cordialmente
It is the adverb that makes reference to a performance full of kindness, or when someone does something nice so
someone else. It is also an expression used in formal letters to say goodbye to, more specifically, end with the phrase
such as yours sincerely, it would be the same thing that compliments you.

corporativo
Directly linked to a corporation or company. It is identified with the corporatism that is to be used to allude behaviors of
total support who works in the same company or develop a profession, being heavily criticized saying existing
corporatism among physicians. There are corporate management, corporate report or corporate image.

coshar
It is not recognized in the Royal Academy of the Spanish language. Apparently, certain Latin American countries uses
that Word colloquial or commonly to say that going to bed with someone or have sex.

cosiampiro
In Colombia is the colloquial term used to refer to anything of the kind and size that is.

courese
He could have wanted to indicate the course instead of courese, linked Word to of, i.e., of course, comes to mean of
course in that language, which is used to confirm or assert.

courese
He could have wanted to indicate the course instead of courese, linked Word to of, i.e., of course, comes to mean of
course in that language, which is used to confirm or assert.

crocancia
There is no such word or has no recognised meaning in the Royal Academy of the Spanish language, although, as
indicated, Mario Guzmán, seems in Mexico and Argentina serving to highlight the quality of crunchy food. If something is
crispy is because chewing it it sounds scratchy. They are usually fried foods that are very rich but they are very caloric.

cronopatía
A word by which the obsession with taking advantage of time is known.  Today it seems that we live anxiously to have
as profitable or productive days as possible, that is, to be doing something all the time.  You can see the idea that living
fast and stressed is something up to positive, while those who live less stressed and without occupying all their time
doing activities are looked at with suspicion. 

crop top
It is a very short shirt that teaches the navel. Trendy for a couple of years among adolescents and sold in almost all



brands of clothing low cost.

crota
In Argentina, is a word used to define who has no work or studies, who is an uneducated person. It is feminine, Croton
masculine being.

crush
Indeed it is of a term Anglo-Saxon that comes to mean crush. There is a video game world known that is called candy
crush, that is a variable of the connects three but with candy. It also means platonic love or be madly in love.

cuiso
No seems nor so even exist and therefore, not has any meaning known as says Ricardo Forno. Perhaps it was intended
to tell care, that the first person singular of the verb would be taking care of.

cumpleañera
In men it is birthday. It is who is years old the day of the birth of each one. Normally it is celebrated that day with great
joy and enthusiasm and that person receives gifts and gifts of people who want you or appreciate.

cupte
Animal belonging to the family of rodents. It is located in the jungles of Peru. It is characterized by its small size not
reaching the 5 kilos maximum weight and 2 kilos of minimum. Their front legs have 4 fingers and the rear, 3 fingers. Its
fur, located on the back, curling during the courtship.

cursante
It is not recognized in the Royal Academy of the Spanish language, although it is a term used to refer to who is pursuing
studies of any type, as well Jorge Luis.

dactilopintura
It's painting with the fingers of the hand, in particular, with the tips of them. Typically, children make it age of child care or
child, since they have not developed the fine motor skills and therefore do not employ skilfully brushes or other tools that
are used to paint but hands to experience, feel, discover and certainly spend it brilliant staining is used.

dairiana
Corresponds to a name or surname with origin absolutely unknown or at least not found. Rule out Spanish origin
because it is not a well-known name in Spain.

dale abajo
Dale is the second person singular of the verb give and below is an adverb of place which means what is under
something. Together it comes to mean an order that someone hit on the bottom of something or someone. Is unknown if
is is of an expression used in countries of language Hispanic with any meaning concrete.

dale con el látigo
It means to stoke or physically assault with a whip, instrument that served to torture and submit to the slaves for
thousands of years, having fortunately eradicated from the traditions and customs of our society. Exceptionally, used in
sadomasochistic circles.



dale con el látigo
It means to stoke or physically assault with a whip, instrument that served to torture and submit to the slaves for
thousands of years, having fortunately eradicated from the traditions and customs of our society. Exceptionally, used in
sadomasochistic circles.

dana
Behind the acronym DANA, whose meaning is " depression isolated levels high " referred to the meteorological Setup
that the last days of June 2017 is happening in Spain. It's the closed encirclement of cold air in the higher layers of the
atmosphere. This phenomenon can be dangerous in late summer and early autumn when the accumulation of heat and
humidity collide with the cold of the upper layers and therefore that impact causes storms and major downpours.

debrayar
In principle, not has meaning recognized by the Royal Academy of the language Spanish, without prejudice of that have
in others countries the meaning offered by Fernando Enrique. Also, seems to be a term used in Mexico when you want
to say that you wander or is nonsense.

decapitado
It is the result of the beheading or cutting head, a kind of bloody and horrible death, whose origins go back to the stone
age. It is a form of death consisting of curtailing the head of the body, using for this purpose of a cutting edge of great
importance as a guillotine that can be operated automatically or with an axe or sword, taking the name of executioner or
verduga, who carried out the executions. Currently, this type of execution of persons have no place, at least in the
Western world. Unfortunately, actual beheadings have been in recent times to innocent people by jihadist terrorism. As
examples of historical death by beheading, I remember Ana Bolena, María-Antoinette or Luis XVI, among many others.

decembrinas
It is the feminine of decembrinas, and both words are used to talk about all that which emerges, is born, occurs or refers
to the last month of the year.

dejades
The correct word is with z, whose meaning corresponds to dissidia or some abandonment.  It also refers to the lack of
interest or care of things, of oneself or in the obligations or tasks to be performed. 

demisexual
He is the person who is attracted to another person with who has to feel an intense emotional connection.  They focus
on the emotional or emotional bond they may feel for a person without mere sexual attractiveness.  Therefore, the
sexual attraction of demissexual persons are fundamentally conditioned on the prior existence of an emotional or
affective bond with that person. 

demofóbica
Adjective that defines the person with fear of crowds, fear or phobia that is called as demophobia. 

depaminergo
It seems that there is this word or that have no meaning, at least in Spain. It may be an expression or term in other
Spanish speaking countries.

desaciertos



Mistakes, lack of success, mistakes, misadventure, awkwardness

desepero
It means DESESPERO what comes to mean despair or being in a desperate situation or without being able to hold it
anymore and be on the edge of your patience. 

desestigmatizar
The indicated word is not recognized in the Real Academia de la Lengua and even has certainty that exists or is used. In
any case, to come with the prefix des-, it could be otherwise to stigmatize, yes there is and that is the action of mark
unfavorably or maliciously insulting someone.

desfasaje
This word is not recognised by the Royal Academy of the Spanish language, yes being both the word offset or gap that
might arise. I understand that it will be the same that lag and consequently, it is what is passed from a phase or in
relation to persons, is not to follow trends or the current.

desgüañangue
There is this word or known meaning of it.

desinformativo
It does not exist as such a word recognized in the SAR but it is a neologism to define what lacks information, which does
not inform or is ignorant. 

despiplume
It is not recognised by the Royal Academy of the Spanish language. Seems to be a word that is used in the Republic of
Argentina is in a mess, fight, turbulent or conflictual situation.

desquehacerado
In Mexico, that Word is used to refer to a day that there is nothing to do or without plans, comparable to boring.

desquiciante
Qualifying adjective that serves to define the person or situation that removes from the boxes, that he gets crazy or said
in other words, touches the noses and overcomes you. 

destinatario
It is indeed the person who heads something, material or immaterial. The physical or legal person who sends it to the
destinatatio is called transmitter. Normally, what tends to be submitted are packages, letters or postcards through the
mail or different companies of parcel service.

determijar
A word that does not exist or is not known any meaning. He is there meant determining, whose meaning is fix,
accomplishing something concrete or concrete.

develacion



Incorrectly written to disrespect the accent or tilde o, resulting correctly written as unveiling. Is a noun that comes to
mean the action of uncover or reveal something. Is used to indicate the Act of removing the veil that covers a statue or
monument.

dia
It is also a prejijo which means made of. In another order of things, is the name of a brand of supermarkets established
throughout the Spanish territory, characterized by a good quality price. And finally, with emphasis on the 1st, it would be
day and is therefore the same as within 24 hours that the earth turns an on itself.

dicotomizar
While the dictionary of the Spanish language does not recognize dicotomizar, it can be recognized in other
Spanish-speaking countries, to dissociate or split in two, as defined by Philip.

diligenciamiento
It can be identified with the word diligence, being used any of the two to refer to a process or management that requires
some speed or, in the legal world, is also the judgment handed down by the lawyer of the administration of Justice or the
judge that communicate issues of formal ordination or the judicial procedicimiento material, called why proceedings of
management which are subject to appeal.

dinamitazo
Compound noun 34 word; dynamite " and the augmentative suffix - azo. Used to indicate a strong and powerful
explosion of great impact.

dircom
It is the name given to an association professional created in the year 1992 integrated by workers dedicated to the world
of communication in different institutions, companies or consultants in the country. Essentially, they want that he is
valued the power of communication as a strategic pillar of every company.

disputador
As noun, designates the person to dispute or fight for something. And as an adjective used to highlight the quality of
belligerency or struggle of a person. Equivalent to wrestler, belligerent or bully.

distermia
Is the alteration of the temperature body concerning the values normal, well by over or by below. It can lead to a high
temperature that does not involve fever, nor be of infectious origin. It is usually to demonstrate with signs such as chills
and feeling of having fever but without having it.

distractor
There is this word or is not recognized by the SAR. You can talk about droid, that in countries such as Argentina,
Paraguay and Uruguay, is used to refer to the termination or dissolution of a contract between parties.

diversidad
It is the term used to indicate abundant amount of products, materials, or people who are different. It also means variety.
Is used in all areas as the political, cultural, sexual, business, etc.



docemnia
Incorrectly written, being the right word " teaching " it is the exercise that teachers practice teaching materials of any kind
to students in primary, secondary, University, postgraduate, masters, vocational training, etc.

docencia
It is the exercise of faculty teaching lessons on various subjects to the students both primary and secondary, of
universities, postgraduate, masters, professional training courses, courses, etc. Those who practice teaching, is called
teachers, professors, teachers, trainers. They are a sector that needs to support, motivate and give them the confidence
by parents, grandparents, various social agents because, ultimately, are the main actors in the education. A good
education is key in a developed and independent country. Teaching is essential as it is education that must be
developed at home. Family and school must be in harmony, both parties are essential for the proper development of our
sons and daughters.

dognante
As a result of the combination of the English word DOG (dog) and the Spanish word DONANTE the term DOGNANTE
was born to name people who donate financial resources and of any kind in favor of dogs. 

dolarice
First and third person singular present subjunctive of the verb dolarizarse, which means to make official use of the
American, or American dollar used in countries such as Panama, Guatemala, Costa Rica and Colombia.

doxxear
Intended action to investigate or inquire about a person, and once obtained information, publish it on the internet. Once
you post on the internet in some way or another, more or less active, you are leaving a trail and you can be doxxeable
and subject to you doxxeen.

ducto
Channel through which circulates the water or sewage, oil or gas. It's a conduit of various shapes and sizes, usually
cylindrical. Children are the ones located in households and the larger in proportion to the amount of the element lead,
are those who are in the basement. In particular, there are pipelines, gas pipelines, more current and modern system
leading oil and gas, respectively, without forgetting the aqueducts, procurement system of water historically created by
the Romans, and in Segovia, province Spanish, you will find one very well-preserved and worth a visit.

dunar
There is no recognized dune word in the Royal Academy of the Spanish Language but may want to refer to a set of
dunes. 

durisimo
Incorrectly written by tittle in the first i, as well Jorge Luis, who, in turn, defines it brilliantly accentuates it. As contribution,
say that comes to refer you to what is superhard. In people, are defined as well which are very strong, well emotionally
or physically and in things, are hard to break, or eroding, are very or very resistant.

ebullir
Boil a liquid that tends to be to 100 degree Celsius. Reaching the boiling is get bubbles when the liquid is at the above
temperature.



ecento
Word without known meaning. It may have been wanted to indicate free, i.e., the same word with " x " instead of " (c) "
and whose meaning is what is a lack of something, that does not have something or to get rid of something. It also
resembles the word accent.

efame
It has no known meaning. He might have wanted to put infamous is a qualifying adjective that defines who is very bad,
evil, Machiavellian. Also applicable to define material things bad or very bad quality.

ejalé
This is an exclamation of surprise that is mainly used in Chile. 

elephantidae
In latin, it means elephant, mammalian animal of great magnitude, characterized by their size, their large ears and its
trunk. There are Africans with ears more large and Asians, with smaller ears. They have the best smell in the world. The
gestation period is 22 months. It is said that a figure of elephant trumpeting up da good luck. To my personally is an
animal which I love and which transmitted me kindness, perhaps influenced by the small Dumbo.

elephantidae
In latin, it means elephant, mammalian animal of great magnitude, characterized by their size, their large ears and its
trunk. There are Africans with ears more large and Asians, with smaller ears. They have the best smell in the world. The
gestation period is 22 months. It is said that a figure of elephant trumpeting up da good luck. To my personally is an
animal which I love and which transmitted me kindness, perhaps influenced by the small Dumbo.

elote en nahuatl
In nahuatl, Mexico indigenous dialect, is called so to corn cob that is still on the floor.

elucion
This word is not recognised by the Royal Academy of the Spanish language. Incorrectly written since it has to take
accent on the o. In any case, the proper word is circumvention, which is what is circumvented, avoids.

empatizar
Or put another way, put on the skin of another person to try to feel what they are feeling for good or for evil. Is an action
that should of exercise is because is usually review and issue judgments of values on actions outside without analyze
them circumstances that have led to the person to perform the action that is questioned. I seems a great phrase that
goes to the thread it's-to who judge my road, le presto my shoes-

empática
Adjective that defines who is able to put himself in someone else's place, to feel what he is feeling, and therefore show
greater sensitivity. 

emprendedores de sofa
I had never heard that expression so curious. It can correspond to the name that is used to call to those who work with
the notebook from the couch or from home autonomously. As a sort of freelance digital.



emprendedurismo
Entrepreneurship does not exist as such, wanting to have wanted to point out the word entrepreneurship, which means
the quality of undertaking or start an activity, normally, of economic type assuming the risks of opening a business
despite burocracticas obstacles. In general, it can be a tough task for the brave autonomous undertaking, called
entrepreneurs.

enchido
Enchido, is incorrectly written since it carries h and therefore their correct writing is swelled. It's an adjective term used to
express the boredom by ingesting plenty of food, i.e. that we are overly full after a generous binge.

encuesta
Said is the set of questions that is carried out to a certain group of people in order to achieve a result in a case of
concrete in order to perform a statistic with the data collected from the survey. They are usually made by street or by
phone by companies that are especially dedicated to manufacturing them and make them. Very typical are the surveys
related to the issues that most concern in any country such as politics, economy, unemployment, health, etc.

engelante
In meteorology it is a widely used term for ice or frost formations. 

entrenable
This word is not recognised by the Royal Academy of the Spanish language. It is an adjective with origin in the word
train, which serves to define or refer to that which is trained or which can be trained. For example, the mind is trainable,
ponder certain thoughts, you get get more strong and safe or secure yourself / to.

epistemico
Incorrectly written to carry the accent on the e, by an esdrujula Word. It is with regard to episteme, Word of Greek origin.
The great Greek thinkers, would that knowledge that is true by necessity. The epistomologia is the theory of the
knowledge.

erren
erren is incorrectly written, and should be written as "herren" being its meaning:<br>Apparently the word correct is
herren, i.e., with h and would mean the food for the cattle. Also in the community autonomous of the country Basque
there is a village that would contain that Word, in concrete, is Errenteria in Basque or Renteria in Castilian, that is in the
province of Gipuzkoa.Y also could have is dear tell yerren of the verb err, that would be the third person of the plural of
the subjunctive or second person of the plural of the imperative.

escarbiar
Not seems exist the word escarbiar, while it exists escabiar, that is be a way of say in certain countries of speaks
Hispanic as Argentina, that is going to take something with them friends, to take drinks alcoholic or do bottle.

escaza
scarce is incorrectly written and should write is as "little" being its meaning:<br>Poor and scarce means when he has
little of something, or means that the amount available to perform some action is clearly insufficient. I imagine that the
surfer who has searched the word scarce wanted to actually find little. This is a very common mistake in Latin American
countries, that merges with the s z writing.



escogerme
Said is the action that choose one, showing joy when this happens e.g. in the selection process to cover job or when
choose one to join a group for activities of the type that is, etc.

esnobismo
It is the behaviour of who is considered snobbish or wants to be. Snob comes of the anglicism snob and makes
reference to who belongs to the elite or wants to belong and imitates them attitudes of who it are. It is identified with who
is elegant, has class and has money. Who has that attitude is often classist, arrogant and is considered superior.

espacio habitacional
It is not common to use that formula consisting of both words (residential area), but that we normally refer to existing and
living spaces of a House as rooms, which is the home living.

estar en boga
In line with the definitions offered by all colleagues who have participated in the description of the expression, point out
that in French it would be - in vogue- and in fact, there is a fashion magazine that is sold worldwide, which is a reference
in the sector.

estella
Estella / Lizarra-Estella-Lizarra is a beautiful town of Navarra ( 41 Spain;. Its origin dates back to the year 1090 and is
home to numerous temples and medieval castles worthy of knowing. Its streets have been home to Basques, Franks,
Jews and other peoples and cultures. It is part of the camino de Santiago.

estevia
It is a sweet herb that is used as an alternative to sugar.  It has no calories and therefore, it is widely used to avoid
taking weight but bringing more sweetness even than sugar.  The stevia plant has its origins in Paraguay where for
centuries it began to be used to sweeten drinks, although the boom in its use worldwide is in the last decades being
today very popular and demanded. 

estuvo
As an additive to the definition of Jorge Luis Tovar, noted that it refers to the first person singular.

etsy
A company that is defined as a conscious, transparent and humane. It is dedicated to the sale of all kinds of products
online. The different categories are weddings, clothing, jewelry, toys, etc.

ex subsecretario
The one who leaves the post of undersecretary is called a former undersecretary.  The ex- prefix is used when someone
has been something but has ceased to be. 

exjugador
It would have to be written separately, i.e. former player.  The ex prefix refers to the fact that it has ceased to be or to do
something, therefore, ex player comes to mean having ceased to be a player of any type of game. 

exnocentrismo



Incorrectly written. The correct word is ethnocentrism, whose meaning is given to constitute a tendency which is
considered that the ethnic group itself or to its own culture is superior and the best compared to others, scorning,
therefore that which does not belong to him.

exparcio
The correct word is " it spread " instead of " exparció " that corresponds with the third person singular of the verb's past
spread, whose meaning is to distribute something that is together in several places or addresses. Extend or separate.

exsedi
Incorrectly written because exsedi, is written with "c" instead of "s" and accent on the "i", being "I'm the correctly written
word. It is the first person singular of the verb's past exceed, whose meaning is exceeded, overreach.

externar
It serves to express that which is secret and hidden, or that is not to say because it might offend the recipient. A
synonym can be relieve you, libertate or express words or emotions.

échale leña
Second imperative staff take charcoal, which is incomplete because they say add fuel to the fire. Used to say that no
worse a situation or something that has been said. No goals as in the eye or in the sore finger, serve also to say the
same thing.

f &#40;x&#41;
It is the symbol used to indicate function.  Used frequently in mathematics and physics.

facha bruta
Is refers to the appearance outside of a person that is abrutecida, scruffy, unpleasant. You can define the person that
will take an eyesore, dirty, and with bad taste.

fafero
In female, fafera. It comes to be a qualifying adjective used in the journalistic world to define a person who acts as a
journalist and is left to buy in Exchange for money to not expose certain information that can be harmful to who bribes
him.

falpismo
It is not recognized by the SAR. It seems that in Venezuela it means lack of make love, fuck, fornicate, penetrate the
virile member in a woman's vagina.

famele
Incorrectly written since the famele Word does not exist, while it exists " female " French term meaning woman.

fealdaz
Incorrectly written being correct "ugliness", i.e., finished in "d" and not "z".  Term used to define that which is ugly, little
flattering or graceful in reference to objects, animals or people.



febricula
Incorrectly written since the Word carries tilde in the i, and therefore is low-grade fever. Its definition is a fever-type mild
or light, infectious origin, which does not usually exceed body temperature of 37.5 degrees.

fibromania
Responds to the trade name of a store located in Argentina specializing in products of painting, oil paintings, and other
utensils for painting pictures. Dedicated to the fine arts, in general.

fidget spinner
It's a toy that consists of three bearings and three round-tipped, seated on a circular base where the thumb is placed,
and is rotated with the index finger. It was designed to help children with autism or attention deficit to lower your stress
levels. However, this toy has become popular among all children equally, regardless of its original purpose. It is currently
fashionable, and even, it is difficult to find because running low given the demand. There are several models of different
materials and colours. It is like a spinning top but modern.

firmable
It refers to what can be signed, either because it meets the agreed requirements, because it agrees and does not violate
legality. 

first user
Anglilicism meaning in Spanish first user, the first to use something. 

flaite
It is a term used in Chile to refer to people who have bad customs or socially misfits, who speak vulgar and unedionably.

fogonear
At the Royal Academy of the Spanish language that term collected, is not even though it comes from the word bonfire
and therefore is used to refer to the action of putting food to fire.

follower
Anglicism meaning follower or follower of social networks .  It is a word installed in our vocabulary and used
fundamentally by users of social networks such as twitter, instagram, .  . In fact, some people pursue by all means to get
the most followers or followers by spinning their lives around that factor and depending on the likes they receive by sadly
influencing them in their mood.  Fortunately there are many more social media users who give fair or necessary
importance to the number of followers they have. 

forato
It is a chemical, specifically an organophosphate used to remove insects and mites.  It is used to artificially control pests.

fotomulta
In Mexico it is the word that defines the traffic fine an offender on the occasion of taking out a photo of the vehicle with
the registration visible to committing the offence. In Spain, there are fines imposed by radar, fixed or mobile, which are
usually placed on highways or roads, urban as suburban, and draw a picture that will form part of the initiator disciplinary
record of the procedure against the managed. Do not normally thrive allegations or resources as opposed to the actions



of the Administration having as base or support a photo evidence of the offence, unless you can prove that you were not
the driver at the time of committing a speeding or any other violation of traffic and rare other exceptions, since the radar
or chronograph is not in effect.

framea
Incorrectly written since it carries accent in the first " " writing spear, which is a weapon that seems to much to which
Roman soldiers used to defend themselves with great-like a Javelin.

frungir
Is a word that not is recognized as such in the Real Academy of the language and that has been invented apparently by
a monologist Spanish, David handsome, to refer is to make the love with the couple instead of use the more hackneyed
Word fuck or fornicate.

fulani
It is the fulani ethnic group or also known as peul, pulaar, fulbe or fulfulbe.  It is the largest nomadic people in the world
made up of some 40 million inhabitants who settle in West Africa.  His own language is also called fulani and his religion
is Islam. 

funio
This word is not recognised or has a particular meaning. Apparently they are the initials of a company located in
Montreal, Canada, which provides web hosting or hosting.

funio
This word is not recognised or has a particular meaning. Apparently stands for a company located in Montreal, Canada,
which provides web hosting or what is colloquially known as the Anglo-Saxon word, hosting.

fúguese
It corresponds to the second person of the Imperative of the leaking verb.  It would be wise to write that word between
exclamations to emphasize the mandate to which it refers. 

gamesof
It's a website where to buy games of all kinds, battles, cooking, aircraft, fashion, action, hilocopteros, etc.

ganesha
Hindu God, head of elephant and human body. Revered by Hindus, is located in many places of the India.Patrono of the
arts, Sciences and is worshiped as the one who removes the difficulties posed by life.

ganesha
Hindu God, head of elephant and human body. Revered by Hindus, is located in many places of the India.Patrono of the
arts, Sciences and is worshiped as the one who removes the difficulties posed by life.

garchar
It is the term used in many Latin American countries to indicate the action of lovemaking, or more commonly, fornicate
or fuck. Is used in Argentina, Chile, Colombia, Ecuador among others.



gasolinazo
It is the term coined in Mexico to refer to the increase in the price of gasoline that has generated a great discontent in
the population, the Mexican Government implemented from January 1, 2017. With the suffix - azo... It is intended to
emphasize the seriousness and magnitude of the issue in a negative way.

generador de cuentas
Makes reference to the person responsible of creating accounts asocidadas to customers to which is les offers a service
determined. Term of nature used in business or accounting.

geotactismo
It is a reaction to a stimulus that is also called geotaxia, and in particular, is the response to gravity. There is also the
phototaxis or in response to temperature and, finally, the quimitaxia or chemotaxis, which would be phototactism which
is the reaction to light, the termotactismo or termotaxia, to a chemical.

gg
They are the initials of the Anglo-Saxon expression goog game, used at the end of a game or starting to say that it was
a good game.

gil
As added so much definition of that Word, to say that in Spain is a name well known thanks to the late Jesús Gil, a
politician and businessman from the town of Marbella, Malaga, who was a public figure known for his ostentatious luxury
and power.

glomerulonefritis
Kidney disease. It affects the glomerulus, which is an anatomic functional unit of the kidney. In particular, the sector of
the kidneys that helps filter waste and fluids from the blood is damaged.

glosico
Incorrectly written word since it carries accent in the first or. It speaks of interest glosico to refer to the interest by the
language or language, as already defined Felipe Lorenzo a while in relation to interest glosico.

glosico
Incorrectly written word since it carries accent in the first or. It speaks of interest glosico to refer to the interest by the
language or language, as already defined Felipe Lorenzo a while in relation to interest glosico.

goda
It is the feminine of godo, and refers to the invaders who came from the North of Europe, what is now Sweden, Finland
and Norway to conquer lands at the time of the Romans. Among these invaders, are very known the Visigoths and
Ostrogoths. The first conquered Hispania seating is the United Visigothic in the peninsula during the year 700 ad

gogaikarri
Annoying, annoying, disgusting

gondolazo
it is so called the collection of food that is carried out for solidarity and altruistic purposes to help people need in Rosario



(Argentina) 

gorn
It is a virtual reality game where players are gladiators who have to outdo their opponent with their fists or other
weapons. 

granja solar
This large-scale solar farm or solar garden is called a large-scale solar panel installation in areas that are not usually
productive or useful.  They are placed in land expansions in areas where it is sunny or, at least, much of the year is
sunny.  Thanks to solar panels solar energy is produced, renewable energy obtained by the use of solar radiation. 

gregorio
It's a man in Spanish, with Greek origin, name whose meaning is guardian, watchful. Feminine, is Gregoria. It is not a
name that gets the children of Spain, nowadays. It falls within the set of older names that were put by tradition to the call
that parents or grandparents or mothers and grandmothers in the last century, especially in the first half of the same.
Much more can be heard that name among the elderly.

gusfraba
It is not recognised in the Royal Academy of the Spanish language. It is apparently a term of Eskimo origin used by Inuit
mothers to calm children when they are altered, restless or crying.

gymkana
It is a set of tests, games or activities developed outdoors with a set order, giving score for each test surpassed in such
a way that the participant who gets the highest score wins the game.  It is usually an activity where different skills such
as balance, speed, strategy, competitiveness, etc. are put into practice and is a lot of fun. 

gyphy
Not seems to exist this term as such, although is can have dear put the word gypsy, that is would correspond with a
word Anglo-Saxon that means person belonging to the ethnic gypsy or in Gypsy / to.

habemus
It comes from Latin and is the first plural user of the verb haber .  Although Latin is deprecated, the truth is that habemus
is a widely used Latinism today. 

hagiografos
It is the plural of hagiographer who defines the one who writes the life of the saints or who writes any book of Sacred
Scripture. 

hartarte
It is said is the action of reaching saturation by something or someone. Thus, for example, you can a lot of food, what
would prevent you or fill, or you a lot by the behavior of someone, usually in a negative sense, although it may also
indicate something positive to the be able to gorge on what you like.

hasnos
The right word is donkeys without h.  It refers to the plural of donkey, pet smaller than the horse that by its strength has



always been used for farming and earthwork.  The word is also used as a derogatory qualifier towards those people who
are unsyourished, dumb or a little rude. 

hegemon
Word referring to the term hegemony, whose meaning is to hold a situation of absolute power of something or someone
over others. For example, it speaks of business, cultural and economic hegemony. Also, he often referred to the domain
of a country or set of countries with regard to others, as happened unfortunately in the second World War when Nazism
was established in much of Europe and discussed as nazi hegemony.

hegúmeno
It is not already collected in the dictionary of the Royal Academy of the Spanish Language, although among modern
Greeks they were named after the superior of a monastery or convent. 

heteroflexible
Defines who is predominantly heterosexual but who may occasionally be attracted to a person of the same sex.  It is not
the same as bisexual, who is the one who has general attraction for both sexes indistinctly.  The heteroflexible has main
attraction for people of his different sex, although he may have sporadically an occasional attraction with a person of the
same sex, without meaning that he is homosexual or bisexual. 

heterosexual
Is defined so to the person that not you like them people of the same sex, but of the opposite. Otherwise is that they like
the same gender and is called gay, gay or lesbian. The word contains the prefix hetero indicating different or different as
the heterogènia, which implies different things within the same group.

heterosocialidad
It is the preference to engage in social relationships (not sexual or partner) with people of different gender to the one
who has.  It is the opposite of homosociality. 

hiit
They correspond to the English initials of the new method of entrenamimento that is raging, whose translation is
"High-intensity interval training". The system consists of alternating intervals of intensive work with other softer. The high
intensity can be of thirty seconds about to give way to others of a minute and a half more "ligths". It is said that it burns
fat up to 9 times more than training with conventional. As the intense work is very hard it is recommended to pass
medical control previously to make it.

hiperconectividad
A term that refers to connection saturation due to technologies and social networks.  We live in a society with a high
dose of hyper-connectivity by having almost everyone of technological resources that allow us to connect at all levels,
that is, on a personal level, at the professional or work level 24 hours a day, 7 days a week, which sometimes causes
stress and anxiety. 

hipertecnología
It means excess knowledge, investment or use of technology in general and therefore of all existing technological
devices on the market. 

hispanovenezolano



Gentile that refers to the person who is Venezuelan with Spanish ancestry by one of the parents. 

hizo o izo
Indeed, both are correct. It depends on what you want to express yourself, use the word with h or without h. As Fede,
was is the verb for that designates verb do and izo, is the designated lifting conjugation, which means lifting.

hizo o izo
Indeed, both words are correct. It depends on what you want to express yourself, use the word with h or without h. As
indicated by Fede, with h turns out to be verb that indicates, in reference to the verb do and h, is the conjugation of izar,
which means climbing, lift.

hizo o izo
Indeed, both words are correct. It depends on what you want to express yourself, use the word with h or without h. As
indicates Fede, with h is be the conjugation of the last that says, in reference to the verb do and without h, is the
conjugation of the present of izar, that means climb, lift, and that is employs in nautical.

hizo o izo
Indeed, both words are correct. It depends on what you want to express yourself, use the word with h or without h. As
indicates Fede, with h is be the conjugation of the last that says, in reference to the verb do and without h, is the
conjugation of the present of izar, that means climb, lift, and that is employs in nautical.

homosocialidad
It is the preference to relate socially (not sexually) to people of the same gender

honrarme
It means respect to whether same, be proud of what one is or what has done to personal or professional level. Honor to
someone also is show consideration for their merits, achievements or successes that produce an enhancement.

horto
In Spanish, it would be incorrectly written since the word recognized by the Royal Academy of the Spanish language
goes without h, and therefore the correct turns out to be orto, whose meaning is wrote by the undersigned not long ago
in this open dictionary, to which I refer. Without prejudice to the above and that there is such word meanings in other
Spanish-speaking countries, the truth is that there are words that include it in their composition, such as hortofruticula,
hortolano or gardener, that are related to the garden or fruits of the Earth.

humo en sueños
Those who analyze dreams, interpret that when he dreams of smoke means that the subconstiente warns you that you
have to be careful or caution before adopting decisions in life.

huye
As an additive to the above by V.M., say that its synonym is escape, whose meaning is run out, usually before the
existence of a danger or imminent risk.

hygge
It is a concept that refers to the happiness of the Danes. It is the term that this movement originated in Denmark, the



country with more happy people in the world, is known as he says. Despite being a country with rain, cold, with little sun,
the Danes are the happiest and do so because they put into practice the hygge, which consists of enjoying the small and
pleasant moments of life, simple and easy, without fanfare or expensive, as for example, watch a movie on the couch at
home taking a cup of tea or coffee with a blanket play family board games, etc.

idc
It is an acronym which corresponds to several meanings. For example, in English, industrial development certificate.
Also Christian democratic international and advocate of individual defense, among others.

iluvial
It is not recognized by the SAR, while in other Spanish-speaking countries, is a word that in geology is the layer of the
soil which accumulate substances or other elements that come from the other side.

iluvial
It is not recognized by the SAR, while in other Spanish-speaking countries, is a word that in geology is the layer of the
soil which accumulate substances or other elements that come from the other side.

imgrc
There is that Word or has a known meaning. As says Ricardo Fono would be the acronym used in order to identify
different places of snapshots in the internet world.

impace
It seems that impace seems to mean inconvenient but in reality the recognized word is impasse, which is taking a break,
make a break in the activity that you are performing a problem, take air to retake it and try to give solution. Also you can
say make a break or a kit kat.

imparidad
Share the definition of Felipe and could add is the example more characteristic of imparity, which would be, the number
cousin, that are those numbers only divisible by 1 and by them themselves.

imperiofobia
The writer, Elvira Roca, in turn, academic of the Royal Academy of the Spanish language coined the term in his book "
Imperiofobia and 34 Black legends; to refer to the construction of black legends regarding the world as Russia, USA and
Rome powers and of course, who was the great Spanish Empire.

impuestazo
Word formed from the substantive tax and the suffix - azo, to describe the vastness or the burdensome tax. In Spain,
used to extol the impact that will have a tax on taxable persons affected, augmentative way.

inconcordancia
There is this word and have wanted to say, discordance, which is precisely the absence of correspondence of one thing
with another. It fits with diversity and inequality.

inequida
Incorrectly written as the correct word inequity, which means lack of equality or discrimination. Types of inequality by



reason of sex, age, religion, ideology, etc which is expressly forbidden by article 14 of the Spanish Constitution.

inequida
Incorrectly written as the correct word inequity, which means lack of equality or discrimination. Types of inequality by
reason of sex, age, religion, ideology, etc which is expressly forbidden by article 14 of the Spanish Constitution.

infoxicación
Neologism coined to call the excess information that comes to us and that we access 24 hours a day, and that prevents
us from delving into it.  There is too much information that is fundamentally existing on the internet and social networks
that we are unable to filter and know what is true or lie, sometimes eating and stressing. 

infrarojos
Incorrectly written when going with double r , that is, the correct word is infrared.  Infrared or infrared light is
electromagnetic radiation of greater wavelength than visible light but less than those of microwaves.  

inmersiva
It also comes a kind of virtual reality, which involves a reconstruction of the landscape that boat 360 degrees.
Reconstruction of a three-dimensional environment that involves the spectator is go on the scene as if it were within the
same.

insaboro
It is not recognised by the Royal Academy of the Spanish language. To carry the prefix in - along with the word " saboro
" it comes from flavor, it comes to be a qualifying adjective used to define something that has no flavor, which is
tasteless.

instagramer
Neologism that comes to refer to the person who has instagram.  Although instagramer would be anyone who uses such
a social network, it refers more to those who actively use it by uploading photos and stories daily in order to be hired
marks and live off it.  That is, those who use the social network for a more professional purpose and for the purpose of
obtaining advertising and economic benefits. 

interinstitucional
As well inter-institutional Srimati is one word that refers to two or more institutions that are related to each other or have
relationship between them. It is a word that is used mostly in the sector of public administration where more institutions
exist and where more inter-institutional coordination should have for the good management of public services.

interposita
In law, it means person filed or intermediary, who would fulfill the function of acting in appearance of any type of legal
business will, but actually acting under the mandate and for the benefit of a third party, who does not want to or must not
appear formally in the same. They are business-anomalous there is simulation.

intersexuales
Human beings may be intersex, which means that they have a discrepancy between sex and genitals. It has certain
genetic characteristics of female and male, but this does not mean to be a man and woman at the same time. For
example, a micropenis is an expression of intersex or labial masses in the English that can be testicles.



invicto
It is said is of the person who is always victorious before a showdown, problem or a conflict or in complicated
circumstances or some tension. That always defeats or triumphs.

irredenta
Feminine of unredeemed, qualifying that serves to define that which is not redeemed. It serves to define the territory
claimed a nation or region although it is separated from it, but having cultural, historical, language similarities, etc

ixup
Is corresponds with the initials of a company that sells software, located in Australia, fundadad by several partners in the
year 2011. Selling their services online.

jamsa
In the Muslim world, referred to as Hamsa hand of Fatima. Amulet that symbolizes or represents blessings, power,
strength, and that fights the evil of eye. Traditionally, it is put on the doors of households. It gives the virtues of patience
and loyalty.

jeltzale
The term jeltzale refers to the members of the Basque Nationalist Party (PNV), a party that in the last Basque elections
of July 2020 has emerged as a clear winner. 

jerga
It is slang or language specific and particular to a certain group of people use to communicate. So, is speaks of jargon
Street referred to the language used by the various tribes urban. Likewise, also affects to the various sectors as the
computer, the medicine, etc.

jincha
In Spain, is used to refer is to the people of ethnic gypsy, in tone despetivo and contemptuous.

jiribilla
As an additive to the meanings given to the indicated term, noted that it receives that name a magazine of Cuban culture
as well as a company of theatre located in the Spanish province of Granada.

jojote
Incorrectly written to write with " or  " being the correct jojoto, whose definition is already defined in this dictionary, as
edible tuber which many recipes are made in Cuba, Colombia and Venezuela. Similar to the sweet potato.

julero
In Chile, used to say that something is of poor quality or of someone who has bad education. It could have meant the
fulero word which means liar, false and unacceptable.

juridico
It is not correctly written since it carries tittle in the first i, being the right word, legal. It is a word that comes from the latin
iuris, which means right. The law is the Bachelor's degree or college career studying to be a professional in the legal
world, as a lawyer, judge, fiscal. It is that referred to laws and other regulations that conforms the legal scope.



kaláshnikov
It is a Soviet assault weapon that owes its name to its creator Mikhail Kalashnikov.  It was the official rifle in World War II
and is characterized primarily by being light. 

kalea
Means " 34th Street; in Basque, co-official language of the Basque country, autonomous community of Spain.

kalifa
It is a character from the star wars.

kalifa
It is a character from the star wars.

kalifa
It is a character from the star wars.

karategui
It is the kimono or training suit used in martial arts, consisting of three elements: a buttonless jacket, a trousers and a
belt.  Karategui or karategi is made in a lightweight yet resistant fabric to be able to perform the typical karateka
movements. 

karishina
Word of Indian origin, Ecuador, kwichua. It's the rebel woman and which does not meet the old typecasting associated
with women. A magazine dedicated to women and social policies of the Union UGT-FESP called thus.

kayla
Referred to as method kayla who has released an Australian personal trainer, Kayla Itsines, as a foolproof method to
have a good figure. It is known also as bikini method. Who follows him to strictly get wonderful results. It combines
gentle cardio and exercises of high intensity, for 28 minutes, used weights.

kitten heels
They are shoes with heel of pacifier that right now are trend in fashion. Particularly seems to me a very uncomfortable
shoe because that kind of heel tends to hook onto the sidewalks, stairs, paving stones,.. .and I that I had years ago
shoes of that type, the heel CAP, had to change every few minutes because continuously wears from dropping all the
weight of the body on that tiny taconcillo.

kitten heels
They are shoes with heel of pacifier that right now are trend in fashion. Particularly seems to me a very uncomfortable
shoe because that kind of heel tends to hook onto the sidewalks, stairs, paving stones,.. .and I that I had years ago
shoes of that type, the heel CAP, had to change every few minutes because continuously wears from dropping all the
weight of the body on that tiny taconcillo.

krai
Russian term that refers to what we know as region, territory or province.  Currently there are 9 krais in Russia
understood as administrative demarcations. 



la caja
Apart from a place where deposit enseres of any type, made in different materials and sizes, also was born with that
name a program television in Spain, whose main feature was that famous and famous of that country is got in a box
gigantic where is broadcast images of his last and present and spoke of them, and of any way is made sessions of
psiconalisis or therapy.

lapelero
Aside from to correspond to a surname as says Ricardo Forno, is not more information about this word. It is not
recognized or has known meaning. It could have been meant paper, which does exist, and is called so who Regent a
stationery store or is dedicated to the role.

lardaskatu
Disorder, confuse, stir

latam
Corresponds to various issues. On the one hand, are the acronyms of a company of airline Chilean, LATAM, that data of
the year 1929. And on the other hand, as Manuel Penichet, says it is an abbreviation that refers to the Latin American.

late check-out
The service offered by the accommodation to leave the room or apartment is known later than the agreed or usual
schedule.  It is an option that can have a cost but that is of great help sometimes when you want to stretch the stay. 

lavataper
In the prison world, is the weaker person serving who has more power within the prison in Exchange for protection.
Among other tasks, cleans him the tupper of food, Bowl in English, which resulted in the current lavataper.

le cayo la macacoa
Incorrectly written the Word key to take accent in the or. Otherwise, drop the macacoa refers to fall into misfortune, bad
luck or misfortune. It is an expression used in Colombia and Puerto Rico, the Puerto Rican dialect.

lela
In Spain is a qualifying adjective used to refer to a person, in this case, female gender, which is rather silly or of limited
intelligence.

lenen
Does not exist or has no known meaning. Can have is dear pointing to the last name of the great artist that was John
Lennon, although certainly only would be an approximation. Also it could have meant Lenin, which corresponds to the
name of Russian origin. And as says Ricardo Forno, seems to be a word Dutch.

lenen
Does not exist or has no known meaning. Can have is dear pointing to the last name of the great artist that was John
Lennon, although certainly only would be an approximation. Also it could have meant Lenin, which corresponds to the
name of Russian origin. And as says Ricardo Forno, seems to be a word Dutch.

lenocidio



It is when is exploited sexually, usually women in a vulnerable situation. What has been doing a pimp or also called
pimp's prostitutes, who is the person who sees profits at the expense of the exercise of prostitution of women who do it
under threat and coercion constant, taking a high percentage of the price that they charge.

lifehacker
It is a word that comes from the United States, and that comes to refer to the person who is proposed to improve the
management of time and tasks to perform more effectively and efficiently every day. Refers to who leverages well its
time to perform everyday tasks. Also it seems that is a word used in the world of the programming or computer.

litaruda
The word is that there is no meaning associated with it neither in Spain nor in any Spanish speaking country.

look twinning
Anglilicism that refers to the current fashion of dressing in the same, similar or matching colors with another person,
preferably a friendship.  Now it has become fashionable to dress with the same garments or in colors that will be
matched banishing that fashion that copying or matching wearing the same garment as your cousin or friend was the
worst in the world.  The omelette has been turned around in that respect and now it is precisely accepted and accepted
and it is even fun to dress like twins ( twin) or with styles and colors to match with someone else. 

loxsv
It's an acronym, formed by five letters, without known meaning. Not be is any company or society, Word or expression
that corresponds to this set of lyrics.

ltna
Besides the meaning offered by anonymous, they are also the initials of a logistics company and transportation in North
America, which would translate as a Logistics and Transportation Association of North America.por last, in English,
could have wanted to find etna, which is the most important and top of Europe volcano.

luisón
In guarani, Paraguay official and spoken language, turns out to be a word that refers to a character in mythology that
resembles the male Wolf. It is a kind of Monster, a being evil and evil of that culture.

m,olestar
Incorrectly written since no valid Word takes a comma in its composition, so the correct word is disturbing, whose
meaning is the same as teasing, generate unrest, muddy.

macaneado
Comes from the verb macanear, which is used in several Spanish-speaking countries such as Colombia, Mexico, Cuba
with different meanings. So, means from hit with a baton to direct a business, or clearing.

macronomics
It is a new term coined to refer to the new economic era coming after winning presidential elections in France, the
political boy, Emmanuel Macron in the world of finance. It is a play on words derived from joining the new President's
last name and the word economics. You want to define the economy that goes to court moderate and pro-European and
therefore within the EU, towards the Frexit of the other candidate, Marine Le Pen, which intended to exit from the
eurozone.



macronomics
It is a new term coined to refer to the new economic era coming after winning presidential elections in France, the
political boy, Emmanuel Macron in the world of finance. It is a play on words derived from joining the new President's
last name and the word economics. You want to define the economy that goes to court moderate and pro-European and
therefore within the EU, towards the Frexit of the other candidate, Marine Le Pen, which intended to exit from the
eurozone.

maestranda
Incorrectly written as the correct Maestranza, in reference to the famous plaza de toros in Seville of Spain. On the other
hand, master is a neologism used in relation to who is in the process of learning, although it is not recognised by the
SAR.

maiz horra
Are two words of the Basque language. Corn means frequently, often, and horra, there, there, so way would be jointly
often there or something like that. In Spanish no concrete meaning is not to that expression.

maktub
In Arabic it means - it was written-. And it refers to the destination, things don't happen without more nor by chance in
life. There's a Latin American film that bears that name with actresses such as Goya Toledo and Aitana Sánchez Gijón.

maltrechas
Qualifying adjective to define when something or someone is abused or in bad condition.  Maltrechas is the female
plural of the indicated adjective. 

mandulete
It is said will form which is called the boy or girl who turns out to be a vague, that does nothing, neither studies nor works
in Puerto Rico. In Spain they are called nini, because neither study nor work.

mangurrian
That Word is not officially recognized. It's a localism in certain areas of Spain, as a watershed, to define who is a little
cenutrio, little smart and tad clumsy, brute. It can be compared to mangarran.

manija
It is a knob, handle, handle or latch that exist in doors, windows, drawers. They tend to be of different materials such as
aluminum, brass, aluminum or iron. You can buy or replace at hardware stores, shops specializing in this type of
product.

maracayera
Feminine of maracayero, originating in Maracay, Venezuelan city, which is located in the central region of the country.

marquinha
Is known with that term to the fashion born in Brazil, consistent in take some 3 hours the Sun without nothing or just
protection, giving as result a Tan that marks the difference between the rest of the body and the area that covers the
bikini. Is is of a fashion nothing advisable for reasons obvious of health, to the power cause easily a cancer in the skin.



marramucias
It is not recognised by the Royal Academy of the Spanish language. It seems to be a term used in Venezuela to say the
same as hoaxes, tricks or traps.

marramucias
It is not recognised by the Royal Academy of the Spanish language. It seems to be a term used in Venezuela to say the
same as hoaxes, tricks or traps.

masturbaning
I refer to that described for the term chubasquering.

maurices
Maurice is an English name, which in Spanish is the Mauritius. But apart from this meaning, is not none corresponding
known to maurices.

me importa un pico
Commonly it would be the same who sweats it me or sucks it me. Also, to say that I care a shit what you do or what you
say. An expression that serves mainly to despise what does is or says different.

medicamentos huérfanos
They are medicines that meet the purpose of preventing or curing those who suffer from rare diseases. This type of
diseases only it suffer a tiny percentage of the population, reason by which the industries pharmaceutical not show
interest in market them because the niche is small and by ende, is small the performance economic.

mega-archi-conocida
It means that it is very but well known or famous a person or something when using two superlatives (mega and archi) to
emphasize that relationship of superiority.  It can also be said to be known or that it may not be known. 

megacrisis
It refers to a giant or extraordinary crisis of fundamental economic scope. 

megafestejo
It refers to a giant festive event, with many people.  The mega prefix gives the word the superiority relationship. 

megalomano
It is a psychopathological conduct that is identified with delusions of grandeur, believing himself to be superior and have
a high self-esteem. Usually the dictators and fascists who impose their ideology against all odds, against human rights
and genocide. Hitler is an example of megalomania.

melolengo
As a synonym of that Word, in Spain they say that you're a melon or meloncio, or what is the same, you're a dunce or
anchor, tontaina.

melvin



It is a male name of Celtic origin, which sometimes also written with and, melvyn. The diminutive is Mel, with which is
known to actors American as famous as Mel Gibson or Mel Brooks.

mensurable
Said will the quality be measured or that it is measurable. Verb measure. What can be measured and what cannot be
measured must be distinguished. Usual measures are meter, kilogram, or liter. What may not be object of objectifiable
measurement are emotions such as beauty, harmony, joy, sadness, etc.

mermay
Word as a result of combining the English word mermaid which means Mermaid with May, which means may. It is the
hashtag used on instagram to publish during the month of may a photo a day of sirens.

merolengo
There is this word, having have meant melolengo, whose meaning is already in this dictionary, and coming to be the
same as anchor, dunce, tontaina, melon or meloncio.

microblading
Receives that name the technique of less aggressive pigmentation that exists for those eyebrows that are bald look
perfect. It is risk-free and suitable for everyone, except for those suffering from diabetes or thyroid problems.

microcuentos famosos
It is those very short and brief accounts of knowledge around the world, where are minihistorias with morals, fables
whose recipients are children's homes, children and girls, who love this type of minirrelatos.

microrrelatos
Narrations or works of authors whose main feature is the brevity of its content. They are minicuentos or very short and
concentrated, very accurate and concise stories. Is is of a narrative quite extended and popular, above all, in the
literature children.

microsocial
Analyze the behavior of a person in relation to a group of people is what is known as social research. Used within the
field of sociology or social work. The opposite is the macro-social, that is, the study of a group of people in a mass.

mieto
It is a name whose origin lies in Italy, without known meaning. Similar to that, there is a grandchild who is more common
in Spain, highlighting the saga of motorcycle world champions, with Ángel Nieto at the head.

milmillonaria
Milmillonario or billionaire tell you about the person who has a wealth of more than one billion euros, dollars, pounds etc.
 . 

minibocado
As its name suggests they are small portions that are eaten in one bite.  Its size allows you to eat it at once and hence
its name.  They can also be called pintxos or small caps. 



minicamioneta
Tiny or very small truck.  The word is formed by adding the mini prefix which means minimal or very small, 

minimedida
It refers to the minimum, minuscule, or very small size measurement that is hardly appreciable to the naked eye. 

minipastilla
Tiny or very small pill.  The word is formed with the prefix mini which by itself means very small . 

ministracion
It is the action of ministering, manage, practise a profession. It is associated with the word Minister, public offices that
comprise the Executive of a country. In Spain, at least, the Prime Minister appoints Ministers of each area that are those
who manage and are responsible for each of them.

minutos
Plural minute, a temporary measure that equals 60 seconds.  Its symbol is min and it is the sixtyth of an hour or what is
the same, an hour has 60 minutes. 

mixologia
It is the art of the cocktail, i.e. the art of making cocktails, specialty drinks created with mixtures of liqueurs. It is a term
that, in Spain, is not recognized by the Royal Academy of the language, being used in countries such as Mexico.

mixología
It is the art or ability to mix drinks or make cocktails but going one step beyond the traditional cocktail bar mainly
because mixologists reinterpret classic mixes or create new mixtures. 

morteras
Plural mortera that refers to the artisanal bowl of wood where it is drunk or eaten. 

mosting
It is the way to call the fact of breaking a sentimental relationship characterized by the following notes: first, the
relationship begins with a very strong sentimental involvement in a very short time in which you come to believe that
things are very serious; second, that person who has made you believe that you are special and who has feelings for
you in such a short time, disappears from your life overnight without leaving a trace and without giving explanations, not
answering messages or calls.  This new way of breaking up is similar to ghosting but in mosting there is a greater
emotional involvement that makes it more cruel if possible leaving the victim of mosting in a situation of total frustration
and sadness. 

motocidad
That Word has meaning recognized by the Royal Academy of the Spanish language. It could have meant motosidad,
which is the influence on the Spanish language, proceeding from the quechua. I.e., the quechuaparlantes to learn the
Spanish language, are encountering difficulties and go through a process of learning that make certain mistakes.

multilatino
A term coined to define those companies or activities that develop or have a presence in more than two Latin American



countries. 

naborio
In the new Spain of the sixteenth century, established mostly in North America, the naborio or naboria came to be an
institution that Indians was distributed to the Spaniards, with the original purpose of educating them, which finally led to
exploit them.

nakba
An Arabic term meaning disaster or catastrophe, which refers precisely to the human disaster that resulted in the
Palestinian exodus at the time of the creation of the State of Israel.  More than 700. 000 Palestinians had to flee the
lands where they had been living historically on the occasion of the Jewish invasion.  The date or day of the nakba was
May 15, 1948 and that is why every May 15th such a sad catastrophe is commemorated. 

namike
It corresponds to a name, without gender difference, so serves for men as for women. It seems that manga comes from
the world.

namike
It corresponds to a name, without gender difference, so serves for men as for women. It seems that manga comes from
the world.

narcolocal
It is the place where the illicit activity of drug trafficking takes place.  They are created anywhere closed even in floors
where a neighborhood malaise occurs when there is a racking of drug traffickers and consumers that generate conflict
and insecurity. 

nelumbo nucifera
It corresponds to the Indian or sacred Lotus Flower, also known as the Nile rose. They are very nice and are usually
used to cover surfaces of water. Widespread in Egypt or China. In the past, in Egypt, they identified with the
resurrection.

neofilia
It is an obsession to have the latest technology. It is the desire to have the latest model of any product technology,
characteristic of fully consumerist profiles without self-control. It can be a new disease of the new millennium, which
affects people who recognize that they are happy if you buy new, so-called " 34 tecnoadictos;. Neofilia, is a term first
used in the 1960s by the essayist Christopher Booker, now used to accommodate the newly described obsession.

neohippy
Today's movement inherited from the hippie world born in the 1960s as a bohemian, pacifist and
counter-re-contractionary world in the US. But it's not the first time  Followers of this movement adopt the style and way
of life of its creators but are more developed. 

neurocognoscitiva
There is no neuroconoscitive, but neurocognitive that refers to the knowledge of neurons.  Thus, there are
neurocognitive evaluations or tests that value the state of memory and cognitive functions. 



neuroprótesis
Scientific advances have allowed people with reduced mobility for disabilities or amputations to perform movements that
they previously could not perform with the installation of neuroprostheses or chips in the brain. 

nipiquin
Seems that is is from a word belonging to the language ancient Nahuatl, of the State Mexican. It appears in one of the
letters of the song the language of the musician Gonzalo Ceja, the album called music for the new culture of the year
2006, where mixed Spanish and concerned language.

no es verdad angel de amor
In fact, is the well-known phrase Don Juan Tenorio says to his beloved, Doña Inés, as well clarifies Ricardo Forno, it
would be - is not true, angel of love. Legendary work in which the conquistador is conquered by a novice.

normatizar
The word normatizar is not recognized in the Royal Academy of the Spanish Language.  It would have been in the
words of regulation that does exist and it means the action of giving validity to the regulations or set of rules that are
adopted. 

nudo dramático
The knot is the approach of a conflict or plot in a narrative story, so if we add the dramatic adjective it will refer to the
approach of a plot with dramatic tints in a novel. 

ojiplática
It is a word that comes from the expression eyes as plates and that is used when something amazes us or leaves us
very surprised. 

okie
It is an English term used to call natives or residents of the U.S. State of Oklahoma.  It appears that the term is used
derogatoryly or contains a negative connotation.  Also, it's also a synonym for ok u okay

olxsv
Seems to correspond to the initials of an El Salvador sales website, olx.com.sv. It is a network of ads classified as in
Spain is segundamano.es, vibbo.es, milanuncios.es... etc.

omeia
Agonita omeia and omeia euphitrea are two types of insects belonging to the family of beetles, which commonly are
known as beetles.

omitir
Not to do or say something knowing that skip is often not well, legally or morally less. It is an action that who carried out
made it knowing of the consequences resulting from such failure. Even point out that it is punished the omission of duty
to help people. That attitude who has knowledge of a crime and does not put them in the competent authorities is
punishable.

opinador opinadora



An opinionator or opinionator is one who thinks about a particular subject.  He is usually a person who has extensive
knowledge of the subject matter of which he thinks, either by academic studies or by extensive proven experience. 
Today there are opinions and opinions who appear as mushrooms everywhere, in the media, in the bar, in family meals. 
.  that without having a slight idea dare to give their opinion as absolute and unquestionable truth.  That's why, we ended
up having a society where parents end up questioning teachers, patients question doctors, retirees to construction
technicians, footballers to coaches etc.  .  .  It's the world backwards.  A lot of the blame is the internet, google and
wikipedia. 

opineitor
Humory neologism imitating English to say that someone is an opinion issuer or opinionator. 

oralizacion
It is not recognised by the Royal Academy of the Spanish language, although it is the word " verbalization " coming to
mean the same thing. It is the action of verbalizing or orally present a topic.

orto
Effectively as says Fede is the output of the Sun by horizon, being its opposite the sunset. It is a component in many
words of Greek origin, which means right or correct, as for example, orthodontics, orthopedics, spelling. Commonly,
used to refer to the ass or back human.

osabatzako
adopted uncle

osea
To clarify, the expression that means is, would be, therefore, separated the two words. Bone would have that go with
accent in the or, and it refers to all it relevance to the bone. And finally, I mean such and as it is written, is a conjugation
of the verb osear or oxear, which means to scare away the birds.

outfit
Is is of a term of origin Anglo-Saxon, that is used in all them magazines and blogs of fashion, that is refers to the
creation of a joint concrete of garments. The bloggers from the sector are rising daily post with photos of her own outfits
or created based on items that are more in vogue. I recommend visiting the Bethlehem Canalejo in BALAMODA,
because, although it now stands because of his illness, their combinations and various outfits are great.

oxigenómetro
Oxygenometer or oximeter is a device that aims to measure the level of oxygen in the blood.  Normally we have to have
a blood oxygenation level ranging from 96 to 98%, according to experts.  When it drops to lower levels than indicated it
can be understood that there is respiratory failure and with the indicated apparatus it can be controlled that the blood
level is adequate.  It is very useful in the times we live in since the Covid-19 virus affects and attacks the airways
causing an inability to oxygenate. 

pa mis cojones
PA my balls or my balls is an expression malsonate, profane and rude, used to say that something is because Yes,
because I said so. I.e., of way to authoritarian and without mediate any type of explanation.

pablista



Neologism coined to define followers or followers to Pablo Iglesias, General Secretary of the Spanish political party
Unidas Podemos, co-government party together with the PSOE in Spain since 2019, holding the position of Second Vice
President and Minister of Social Rights. 

pachala
Is is of a word that integrates the expression employed in Chile, of veneer it pachala to come to say something as well
as sucks the penis.

pachanguear
Term used in Argentina and Mexico to express go party or to have fun. In Spain, this verb is not recognized by the Royal
Academy of the Spanish language, although it used to say that it will take a pachanga or what is the same, a partidillo of
football with friends or colleagues.

pachoncito
In addition to the meaning given by Jorge Luis, is the diminutive of pachón, Word that is often used to indicate that a
person is very good, naive or innocent, which ultimately, is used to highlight someone's affectionately, that it is a little
tontolaba or that they are deceiving you and easily fooled.

pagar cana
No meaning of this expression is unknown. It could have meant pay Reed might as well pay or pay a beer. On the other
hand, fall in cane or go in cane that has a meaning that is being arrested or imprisoned.

pallos
pallos is incorrectly written, and should be written as "BUMPKINS" being its meaning:<br>It is the name that used the
Gypsy condition to refer to those who do not belong to that race.The correct word is BUMPKINS.

pana
This term refers to a type of fabric or fabric which in the 70 and 80s was very much, especially in trousers, diminishing
their use in subsequent decades and resurfacing with force in 2017.  It is sheltered and in winter is grateful to have
corduroy clothing because they are warm.

paneo
According to furoya, in the film world is a preliminary step before fixing the camera focus and is used in countries of
South America like Bolivia, Chile, Costa Rica, Cuba, Venezuela and Uruguay.

pansexual
It is the word that defines the shape of love beyond the genre of people.  Who is pansexual wants or feels attracted to
the person, regardless of their gender.  It is a formula romantic love freely and openly to the person regardless of if it is
of the same sex, opposite or transsexual.  It is not recognised by the SAR.

pantaca
It is not recorded by the SAR, although it is a word very used by people to refer to pants as skateboarder or surfer, type
short, comfortable and wide.

paparazzear



Neologism that comes from the word paparazzi.  It refers to the action of doing the work of paparazzi or professional
photographer who is dedicated to taking photos of committed celebrities, in places of difficult access. 

papel washi
It is a very special type of paper that has been hand-made for centuries in Japan.  It is very light and fragile in
appearance but at the same time very resistant that neither fades nor breaks over time.  Its features make it very
suitable for restoring documents, books, etc. 

para
Preposition used to express different issues such as address ( Now I'm going to my house ) purpose (I'm going to the
gym to exercise 41, utility; (The picture that I just purchased I used to decorate the wall of the living room ) or recipient (
This gift is for my mother for her birthday ). It also serves to indicate capacity ( This place has room for 100 people ).
Likewise, is the present of the third person of the verb to stop (The car on the road by 41 technical problems;

partirse el lomo
It is an expression that is used to indicate when you work or an activity overtime, from sunrise to sunset, with great
intensity and effort.

partirse el lomo
It is an expression that is used to indicate when you work or an activity overtime, from sunrise to sunset, with great
intensity and effort.

partner
In English it means partner. It is a term widely used in the field of the company. A model of French car brand Peugeot of
type is also type van half.

partner
In English it means partner. It is a term widely used in the field of the company. A model of French car brand Peugeot of
type is also van size medium.

partners
It is a word of Anglo-Saxon origin, whose meaning is co-workers or partners as says Ricardo Forno in English.
Therefore, it is the plural of partner. Used in the business or economic world, or in short, in the world of work.

pasarse de la raya
It's an expression that comumentemente is used to indicate the attitude of a person who has surpassed or passed
certain limits which can be legal, moral, or social. Therefore, it refers to a negative situation because when someone
moves from the stripe usually unfavorable consequences.

payula
Is a qualifying that is used in them countries as El Salvador and Honduras to refer is to the girl that has the complexion
more whitish of it regular or what commonly is known as pale. In men, it is payulo. It is usually under these conditions of
pale when you get sick.

pedaceria



Incorrectly written since being a plain word must carry tilde in the 1st, so it is written " 34 pods; It means set of pieces,
something separated parts of a whole.

pegar el freno
It is often said to brake and not stick the brake to refer to when we have to stop or stop performing an action. 

peligrado
It is not recognised by the Royal Academy of the Spanish language. It's a way of saying that it is in danger or that there
is a danger, which is used in some Spanish-speaking countries.

peligrado
It is not recognised by the Royal Academy of the Spanish language. It's a way of saying that it is in danger or that there
is a danger, which is used in some Spanish-speaking countries.

película de terror
It's the film of the horror genre you particularly can't see but which has a very broad public. They are films where the
blood, tension, fear, suspense are the key to stand out from the rest. They are quite unpleasant and it should be much
stomach to see them and be able to sleep then to loose leg.

pendejismo
Pendejismo is not recognised in the Royal Academy of the Spanish language, although that Word is asshole, whose
meaning is different. It is an adjective that refers to who is awkward or silly. And it is also the way to call the hair of pubic
and groin. Thus all, pendejo is a word used in Mexico more normally, and can that there pendejismo is the same as
tontez or clumsiness.

pendona
He was named the woman who is sexually liberal or promiscuous and, therefore, maintaining sex freely, openly, with
those who want to and when you want to. Unfortunately, although the times are changing, referred to women as well
and to men with the same attitude, heroes and Iberian males. And worst of all is that who normally uses this adjective
are women in reference to other women.

penilla
Diminutive of the word pena .  You can also use penita. 

perimetral
The relevance to the perimeter. What measures a surface whatever its shape, square, Rhombus, rhomboid, trapezius,
triangle, etc. Regardless, it would be anything contour measurement metrics.

permee
It is the first and the third person singular of the verb subjunctive permeate, whose meaning is wet, penetrating liquid
with something, or dampen it.

perricumple
Neologism used to refer to dog birthdays.  In recent years, where in certain places there are almost more dogs than
children, it is stylating the opening of premises or bars where the birthdays of dog pets can be celebrated.  In any case,



without having to go to the indicated places, there are already many who hold a party at home for the birthday of the
dog. 

perseverancia
Corresponds with the attitude of whoever is constant as a Wimpy hammer, and not eyebrow in the effort to achieve the
result or goal that has been established. They are people who are persevering because they demonstrate a great force
of will that has a great merit currently attends the easy resource which gives up at the first opportunity before any
inconvenience, enviable obstacle. They show have a mental strength worth admiring.

picaporte
It is the mechanism, usually metal, used to open or close the doors. It is a lever or device that serves to fulfill this task of
opening or closing. Some are complemented with a key, usually in the front doors of each House. When is break, will
usually call to a locksmith, professional dedicated to fix them or to put them.

pichulon
It refers to a man's big penis.  It would be accentuated in the o. 

pin up
The word "pin up" refers to the movement that was born in the 1920s in the United States when pioneering women
began posing to appear in illustrations, postcards or photographs in a sensual and underwear manner combating the
sexual repression that existed at the time.  These images were distributed mainly among American soldiers to raise their
morale, reached their roof in the 1960s, at which time more sexual freedom began to be glimpsed being nudity and the
most normal sex without the taboos of decades past.  However, the pin up resurfaced again strongly but more so as a
style or fashion in the 21st century by women who reproduce the hairstyles, dresses and makeup of the pin up
postcards or old illustrations. 

pintar una paloma
Used to say that no, to deny something. At the same time, in the language of gestures is which corresponds with a
comb, i.e. raising the middle finger while the rest are down.

piolines
Plural of Tweety, Looney Tunes cartoon character known. It is a yellow Canary's large head and giant legs in proportion
to its small size. Wild cat always walks behind him trying to catch him and he always pound the little outhaul. The term is
also used to qualify someone immature or young.

pitecántropo
Neologism that was coined to define the human being who was the intermediate being or link between the monkey and
man. 

plato estrella
It is the main course or the typical dish that a restaurant makes.  It is the dish of food for which that place is best known
and for which it has sometimes become famous or well known, being the appeal par excellence to customers. 

plogging
New trend or movement from Sweden which basically consists of practicing eco-friendly running, or what is the same,
go jogging with a garbage bag and gather objects, debris, papers etc that you go finding the runner down the street or



the  environment where practice exercise, then deposit them in the corresponding places of recycling. It is one further
step to help keep our ecosystem and environment as clean as possible, which could be extended to go walking for
example that it may be even easier to undertake this ecological practice.

pobreza energética
It is the poverty situation that people who do not have the financial resources or to afford energy and who have to
receive financial aid for it.  A lot of people don't put the heat in winter because they don't have to pay for it. 

pocha concha
Both words are used to refer to the woman's vagina, but in colloquial way and not vulgar like other formulas such as
cone. Either joint or combined, will be the way to emphasize that part of women in some Spanish-speaking countries.

pop-up
Anglilicism that refers to the pop-up window that suddenly appears on your computer.  They are usually windows that
arise automatically and without requesting it for advertising purposes and in an intrusive way. 

pororo
With emphasis on the last or. It is a food of Argentina. It consists of a white and spongy mass that resembles the bud of
a rose, which soak up and bursting a grain of corn, by the action of heat.

portexo
It is called portexo to the neighbor of Porto, town of Zamora (Castilla y León), which borders León and Orense. 

postdeposicional
This Word carries suffix post - which means then, and the depositional word that the SAR does not recognized but in
other Spanish-speaking countries, used it to refer to the Act of defecating. Therefore, the meaning of the word
postdeposicional is used to refer to the time after going to the bathroom to what is commonly referred to as crap.

pottoka
Word of Basque to refer to a type of small horse such as the pony whose origin must be dated in the Paleolithic .  It is a
very nice and strong type of horse that inhabits the Navarrese Basque area of Euskal Herria. 

precisión léxica
Precision means realization of something that joined the lexical Word, comes to refer to when we say the exact words
for the specific time or the perfect phrase. Sometimes, gets much the leg with what is said and does not match with the
words coming to emit unwanted erroneous messages, so we must think before you speak to avoid unnecessary and
uncomfortable situations.

predominio
Is the substantive employee to refer to that that has the domain or can be about something or someone. The adjective
would be predominantly or dominant. What exist in greater quantity with respect to something else. It is superiority or
greatness over something.

preeliminación
This word does not exist and may not have meant preliminary, meaning what is or happens before something.  What



precedes before an event, a competition, etc. 

pregonar
Voice information in a public way with the aim to reach the largest possible number of people. In the villages and towns
of Spain, at local parties, usually appoint a well known or important person of the town crier of the same to preach or
give the opening speech.

premenopausia
It's the pre-menopause stage.  At this stage preceding the disappearance of menstruation and that puts point and end to
the fertile stage of women usually symptoms that warn that menopause is coming, such as menstrual disarrays,
tiredness, irritability, insomnia, first hot flashes, .  . 

presentacion personal
personal presentation is incorrectly written and should be written as "personal appearance" being its meaning:<br>The
word presentation is incorrectly written, and must write presentation, with accent on personal O.presentacion is that
action aimed at showing how is every one, saying who he is, as well as informing the qualities or abilities and skills of
each, and can give a clear example of this in an interview to get a job or more informally When you meet someone for
the first time.

presupuestación
The word recognized in the Royal Academy of the Spanish Language is budget and non-budgeting.  Budget is that
report that indicates what a product or service is going to cost.  The customer is requesting it in order to know what it will
cost him a service and thus assess whether it is in his best interest to accept or not. 

princho
It is not recognised in the Royal Academy of the Spanish language. You can have meant pirincho which does exist and
that refers to a type of bird, the guira guira, bird found in the Amazon, from the northeast of Brazil until Bolivia,
Paraguay, Uruguay and Argentina Center.

procaz
Term used to define a person who speaks of the sexuality of rude. It is identified with a person has no shame to talk
about sexual issues, and that is very daring, which in some circles, one can speak of advanced.

proclive
In addition to them meanings already indicated, for the people, is is of a qualifying that defines the attitude of tender
towards something or to something. For example, humans are prone to solidarity but it is also critical.


